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Impact of ESG Risk on Lending Portfolios

• What is the new landscape of ESG risk factors?

• Why ESG risks are important to lending activities?

• How material it is and what are the key implications for 
banks?

• What is the ESG risk agenda?

This session will look into the key challenges faced by banks 
when implementing their ESG risks framework.
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Five key challenges faced by banks

1.An accelerating pace and changing regulatory tone from encouragement to full 
on supervision.

2.Not just accelerating but increasing in complexity: data, scope (eg biodiversity 
and TNFD), policies, taxonomies, labels.

3.Reporting focus including with ISSB starting delivery of standards but this is just 
the beginning. Reporting data presents a big demand on banks. Audit standard 
MI is very challenging.

4.First impacts felt are legal and reputation risk and developments in this space –
sanctions already being applied.

5.Training expectations: from regulators for practitioners to be trained. 
Broadening out to all business lines and functions, no longer just specialist 
roles.
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1: Accelerating pace
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2: Increasing complexity

• New risks factors into the Risk Management framework

• ESG factors: scope selection and criticality assessment

• Data selection and processing

• Embedding ESG risks into policies and processes

• Regional taxonomies in the context of global standardisation: still work in 
progress

• ESG labels, metrics, ratings… how to navigate?

• Where to start and how to progress?
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3: Reporting focus
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4: Legal and reputation risks
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5: Training expectations

• Significant need for training – the topic is new for everyone and still evolving

• Foundation training to be delivered across the organisations

• Technical deep dives not just for the specialised teams

• Key objective to align senior management and staff – from Board to all staff 
sessions

• Moving landscape need permanently updated content

• Technical needs complemented by regulatory pressure

• A top priority for the Risk and L&D teams
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Q & A

Thank you
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